
Употребление в речи конструкции 
there is\there are 

к УМК «Spotlight» 5 класс
(авторы: Ваулина Ю.Е, Дули Д.)



Hello! I am Ann. This is my new house. 



I have got 5 rooms in my 
house. 
I have got a big kitchen 
in my house 



There are  5 rooms in Ann’s house.

There is a big kitchen in the house.



На столе 5 книг There are 5 books on the 
table

В портфеле ручка There is a pen in the 
school bag

В доме 2 комнаты There are 2 rooms in the 
house

На столе яблоко There is an apple on the 
table

Под столом кот There is a cat under the 
table



Предложения, которые в 
русском языке начинаются 

с предлога места (в, на, 
под, над) переводятся на 

английский язык 
предложениями, которые 

начинаются со слов 
There is\There are

Write down the first 
rule, please!



There are There is 

There are 3 paintings on 
the wall

There is a sofa in the 
living room

There are 2 windows in 
the living room

There is an armchair in 
the living room

Look at the picture on 
page 48! 



Write down the 
second rule, 
please!

There is  
+  

существительное 
в     ________________                

числе.
(a cat, a pen, a bed …)

There are
 +

существительное 
во    __________________   

числе.
(2 cats, 5 pens, 3 beds …)

единственном

множественном



Fill in the gaps, 
please!

1. There          four chairs in the kitchen.

2. There         a table in the dining room.

3. There         a lamp on the table.

4. There         five paintings on the wall.

5. There         two windows in the 
bedroom.

6. There          ten books in the bookcase.  



Сheck yourself, 
please!

1. There          four chairs in the kitchen.

2. There         a table in the dining room.

3. There         a lamp on the table.

4. There         five paintings on the wall.

5. There         two windows in the 
bedroom.

6. There          ten books in the bookcase.  

is

are

is

are

are

are



Look at the pictures 
and describe the 
rooms, please!



This is a bedroom. There is/are …. in the bedroom.



This is a living room. There is/are …. in the living room.



This is a   …..   . There is/are …. in the     …..   .



Do you like our lesson? 

Yes, I do                           No, I don’t


